How to reach us

1. **Shealdha to Farakka by Train**
   - Farakka to su japon by bus or Maxi-Taxi,
   - Sujapur to Bamongram by Rickshaw to reach our society.

2. **Howrah to Malda town by train**
   - Malda Rathbari to Sujapur by bus or Maxi – Taxi,
   - Sujapur to Bamongram by Rickshaw to reach our society.

3. **New Delhi to Malda Town by train**
   - Malda Rathbari to Sujapur by bus or Maxi – Taxi,
   - Sujapur to Bamongram by Rickshaw to reach our society.

---

“Feeding A Poor Child Is Not Charity. It’s Our Obligation. It’s Our Duty.”

www.brkp.org
brkp2005@yahoo.com